
Ann Marie Puig On The Differences Between
Vertical and Horizontal Business Growth
Costa Rican entrepreneur and philanthropist Ann Marie Puig provides insight into the differences
between vertical and horizontal business growth.

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, June 13, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Understanding the theories of
leadership and how they are influenced by a business’s progressive structure helps managers
create valuable instruments to manufacture and fortify groups. Vertical methodologies look
especially like pyramids on hierarchical graphs, while level systems dispense with a ton of center
administration’s jobs.  It is something other than the structure, in any case, that decides how key
administration uses every technique, and successful Costa Rican business leader and
philanthropist Ann Marie Puig explains the structure, as well as the differences between vertical
and horizontal growth.

The essential contrast between a horizontal and a vertical structure is who is deciding. In the
vertical structure, choices are made at the top and stream down first to center administration, at
that point to bosses and, at last, down to the workers.  In a horizontal structure, employees are
offered room to settle on choices all alone, typically dependent on organization policies.  The
critical decisions, however, are left to the upper echelon of management.   

In reasonable terms, the vertical hierarchical structure feeds well into an absolutist leadership
style where supervisors set the standards and give requests, and workers are required to
execute those requests. Basically, the “manager knows best” for the organization in this
situation. The horizontal structure bolsters much better into a visionary head’s methodology
where the manager needs workers to locate the most ideal approaches to meet the vision and
mission of the organization. In this situation, the supervisor feels workers can help drive
productivity, imagination and advancement when offered chances to settle on choices at the
grassroots dimension. 

“The horizontal model is intended to encourage joint effort and collaboration,” states Puig.
“Operational choices are regularly made by those playing out the tasks. For instance, a business
delegate is permitted to offer certain limits without endorsement to get the deal. This may
influence his bonus, yet he is permitted to settle on that choice without upper administration
endorsement.”

In a horizontal business model, communication flows directly to the individual or individuals that
need the information to complete their tasks.  This stream speeds up data dissemination and
lessens the value-based necessities of upper-level administration. 

A business can work following a horizontal plan of action and still lead vertical development.
Puig explains, “Vertical development is the point at which the organization opens tasks and
conveyance channels for another sort of item or administration and grows from its standard
items.” 

A genuine case of vertical extension is when Apple bounced into broadcast communications with
the advancement of the iPhone. The PC organization included the vertical that eventually
changed the whole tech and media communications ventures.  While the general organization
structure has initiative at every vertical, the key technique for the executives inside divisions
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stays horizontal to move new inventive developments, a large number of which traverse from
vertical offices – for instance, an iPhone application getting to be coordinated into the working
stage of the Mac PCs. 

Business administrators must see how groups react to various structures. Toward the day’s end,
the staff can’t run the organization, so when a pioneer enables such a large number of choices to
be made at base-level tasks, the hazard is that the organization moves from satisfying its central
goal and vision. Asserts Puig, “At the point when pioneers are excessively task-arranged,
controlling everything from an official office, it very well may dishearten and lower the staff’s
morale.” 

The trap for entrepreneurs is to set a reasonable mission and vision for the organization and
ensure everybody in the association gets it and has faith in it.  At that point, he or she should
deliberately assign, set parameters and take into account choices to be made at different levels
autonomously.

About Ann Marie Puig

Ann Marie Puig has been a distinguished Consultant, Assistant Controller, Accounting Manager,
Director of Accounting and Finance and Chief Financial Officer for almost 20 years.  She is
bilingual in Spanish and English and has a reputation for accurate, clear and concise record
management in month-end closings, accruals, reconciliations, AP, AR and JE, as well as superior
human resource skills.   She is extremely knowledgeable in current technology, eCommerce and
a variety of Industries.
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